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                      Coalition Meeting Minutes 
                     Thursday, June 23, 2016 

                        DOH-Brevard in Viera or via Webinar 
 

Participants:  See sign-in sheets 
 
Welcome & Introductions:  Clint Sperber welcomed participants and asked those present and on 
the webinar to introduce themselves.  He reminded webinar participants to email the coalition to 
confirm attendance. 
 
Orlando Mass Shooting:  Clint reported that the deadliest mass shooting in U.S. history occurred at 

Pulse Nightclub in Orlando on June 12.  At 2 am, a lone gunman, identified by police as Omar 

Mateen, age 29, stormed into the club armed with a .233 caliber AR rifle and a handgun. More than 

300 people were inside the club at the time. An officer working at the nightclub responded to the 

reports of shots fired, but the incident quickly turned into a hostage situation. SWAT teams stormed 

the club at 5:00am in an attempt to rescue hostages and exchanged gunfire with the shooter who 

died at the scene.   49 victims were confirmed dead and 53 victims were injured as a result of the 

incident.    The Federal Bureau of Investigation is leading the investigation.  Clint stated that the 

coalition knows that members are anxious to hear about the response.  The response is ongoing, but 

the major responders agreed to provide a brief overview of their efforts.  Clint stated that we will not 

take questions at this time.  Once response ends and we transition to recovery, an after action report 

will be developed and shared.   

 

Eric Alberts reported for Orlando Health.  He stated they received 47 patients (44 at ORMC, and two 

at Dr. Phillips and one at Health Central; the ones at Dr. Phillips and Health Central were non-acute 

and were treated and released).   He pointed out that the hospital was less than a half-mile from the 

incident.  He stated that the first patients to arrive were brought from the scene by bystanders and 

more than half were brought in by law enforcement, with EMS transports last.  He advised that the 

hospital staffing was good and they were able to manage the surge.  There were 9 fatalities at the 

hospital, 20 have been discharged and there are 15 patients remaining in the hospital.  There were a 

total of 58 operations so far.  He stated that Florida Hospital also received patients directly from the 

scene.  He stated the hospital is still working with the FBI to facilitate patient interviews, and with 

victim advocates for the patients and their families.  Eric stated that as with any mass casualty, blood 

borne pathogens is a concern.  He stated that there has been an overwhelming amount of support 

from the community, which has posed some challenges.  For example, there have been mass 

gatherings and many dignitaries have visited which have increases safety precautions.  Another issue 

was food donations; these were stopped due to health concerns.   There were a rumor of an active 

shooter in the emergency department, but this was quickly identified as no threat.  He stated that a 

significant challenge was patient identification and family reunification.  He stated that as family 

arrived at the hospital, this quickly became unmanageable and the hospital made arrangements to 
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move the family reunification center to the nearby Hampton Inn.  This also quickly became 

overwhelmed and it was moved to the Beardall Center, and later to Camping World.  This will soon be 

moved to the victim center on Michigan.   Eric stated that it is impossible to plan for every contingency 

and there are issues that will be captured and addressed.  However, he stated that the region’s 

planning, training and exercising helped the hospital be prepared for this event and helped to save 

lives.  An after action report will be developed but will take some time. 

 

Todd Stalbaum reported for Orange County ESF8.    He stated that the partners working together 

accomplished a lot.  He stated that Dr. Christopher Hunter, the Orange County EMS Medical Director, 

was one of the first responders on scene.  He had just left duty at the hospital and knew the hospital’s 

capabilities.  He made the decision to have law enforcement transport victims directly to the hospital 

in pick-up trucks, rather than waiting for ambulances, and this saved lives.  He stated that because 

the incident happened near the region’s Level I trauma center, the death toll was less than might be 

expected.  He stated that the City of Orlando activated and was responsible for managing the event, 

and they activated the County ESF8 for logistical support, including assisting the Medical Examiner 

with mass fatality, providing responder rehab, and providing space for PIOs, law enforcement and the 

FBI.  CISD teams were on scene working with responders, and behavioral health support was also 

provided at the victim assistance center.  He stated that the Hampton Inn was quickly overwhelmed 

and buses were brought in to transport families to the Beardall Center; this ran for 72 hours, with 

more than 1,500 people, and was then moved to camping world.  This is now being moved to 

Michigan Street.  He reported that the FBI has expressed their appreciation for the response from the 

city, county and region and how well orchestrated the response was, with all working together as a 

team.   He stated that all responders deserve kudos.  He stated that the food donations were a 

problem and that these were accepted but had to be destroyed due to health concerns.  He stated 

that the public service messaging should recommend cash donations to agencies such as the Red 

Cross or Salvation Army.  Matt Meyers complimented the region for using EMSystem for notifications.  

Todd stated that the initial notifications worked well but that EMSystem was not used throughout the 

response.  Orange County Med Com was also used but not consistently.  This issue will be captured 

in the AAR.   

 

Sheri Blanton reported for the District 9 Medical Examiners’ office.  She stated that the Chief Medical 

Examiner, Dr. Joseph Stefany, was interim at the time of the incident and has since been appointed.  

She stated that they are still working with law enforcement, but with the help of partners have 

identified and reunified all decedents.  She stated that on June 12 at 9 am, they received the nine 

deceased from ORMC.   The second set were two who expired at the parking lot across the street 

from the nightclub.  At 2:30 that afternoon, the ME started recovery at Pulse.  The Chief Medical 

Examiner was on the scene working with the FBI, FDLE and local law enforcement.  Transport was 

provided by the three ME vans which can handle two each, and a local funeral home partner provided 

a vehicle that could transport four at a time.  By 9 pm Sunday, all 49 were at the ME’s office.  Within 

72 hours, all were identified, autopsied and families have been notified.  She stated that because this 

was a crime scene, all had to be autopsied and these are complex autopsies with multiple gunshot 

wounds that had to be documented for the investigation.  She reported the ME’s office had 33 

employees with 4 on call and two interns.  She stated that on Monday they requested assistance from 
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Todd Stalbaum and FEMORS and they also received two personnel from the Sarasota ME’s office.    

FEMORS provided assistance at the family assistance center and also assisted in identifying victims.  

Identification was an issue and some were made through interviewing family to determine tattoos, 

jewelry, etc.  She stated that 18 were from Orange County, 11 from Osceola, and 15 from other 

Florida Counties.   Four were from out of state and one is still be working to determine the address.  

She stated that they notified the consulate of every death as there were several foreign nationals.    

She stated that planning and training helped in this situation.  She stated that Orange County has a 

new facility with three coolers and one cooler in another building.  She stated that this type of incident 

requires a lot of phone capacity, and X-rays was also a huge factor; they are in the process of 

upgrading their system and FEMORS had portable X-rays on standby.  Evidence collection is also an 

issue and FEMORS had a team at the morgue helping with this, with one ME staff member at each 

location.  She stated that the family reunification center was also a challenge and they are still 

working with families.  She stated that another issue was working with the media, the ME did not have 

a PIO and worked with the Orange County PIO to handle questions from the media.  A question was 

asked about the FEMORS response time and she reported that FEMORS responded within 2-3 

hours; some that were local were on site the same day, and the rest reported the next morning.  Most 

were demobilized by Tuesday afternoon.  She stated that a decision was made to keep the shooter 

separate from the victims at all times.  A question was raised about why this decision was made, and 

she reported that this was a long-time policy of the ME’s office.  All bodies have been released to the 

families except for the shooter who is expected to be released soon. 

 

John Corfield, Pro-Consult, British Consulate of Miami, stated that his office is on duty 24/7 assisting 

their citizens with issues such as missing passports and deaths.  He stated that there are huge 

numbers of British citizens in the US and Florida, with 400,000 British citizens here under VISA and 

2.5 million visiting annually.  He stated that their citizens are used to receiving support services from 

their government.  He stated that in a mass casualty incident they can provide a lot of assistance, 

such as helping to locate the next of kin.  He stated that in the United Kingdom, all death notifications 

are done face-to-face and not by telephone.  He stated that he arrived at the EOC at 8:30 on Sunday 

morning and although there were no British citizens involved in the incident, they offered assistance.  

The British Prime Minister contacted the US Ambassador to ask how they could assist.  He stated 

that this incident was a textbook example how vital relationships are in response.  He worked with 

FLDLE to connect them with the consuls in the other nations.  Other services they can provide 

include phone centers that can handle hundreds of calls. 

 

Clint stated that he was at the Hampton Inn on Sunday and this was a massive effort.  He also 

provided an update from Dr. Kevin Sherin who reported that DOH-Orange provided staff at the EOC, 

ESF8 and the family reunification center.   

 

Jeanine Posey stated the State Surgeon General and the BPR Bureau Chief visited the EOC and felt 

the local response was impressive. 

 

Lynda W.G. Mason stated that the Northland NOVA team responded at the victim assistance center 

and provided support to both families and responders.  She stated this event was a reminder about 
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the importance of including behavioral health in planning and exercising.  She stated that while she 

was at the victim assistance center, something fell and it sounded like a shot which caused all to 

react.  Law enforcement reached for their guns and others cringed. 

 

Lea Collins stated that the Florida Crisis Response Team was on site to provide crisis intervention in 

both English and Spanish, and language was a big issue in this event. 

 

Matt Meyers stated that everyone wanted to be able to response but even those who didn’t respond 

have participated through planning, training and exercising to prepare for this type of response. 

 

Recap of 2015-2016: 

 

 Lynne Drawdy reported that the coalition successfully met each of its deliverables for fiscal 

year 2015-2016 (see presentation for a listing).  These documents are available on the 

coalition website. 

 

 Matt Meyers provided an update on the Infection Control and Response (ICAR) project.  Eight 

hospitals underwent a site visit using the CDC assessment hospital criteria, and 25 hospitals 

underwent a site visit using the frontline hospital criteria.  An EMS inventory identified that 

EMS agencies within the region are capable of transporting highly infectious patients.  A 

concept of operations for a regional resource coordination process was also developed.  The 

ICAR findings were presented to a stakeholder group in May, and the group identified the 

priority gaps and actions.  An Executive Summary, including best practices and resources, has 

been drafted. 

 

 The 17 coalition members who volunteered as evaluators and controllers for the weeklong 
Region 1 exercise in May were recognized for their outstanding work, including: Giselle 
Barreto, Cherie Boyce, David Collins, Lea Collins, Shawn Collins. Lynne Drawdy, Karen 
Duncan, David Dyal, Dave Freeman, Liz Hamlett, Judy Head, Lisa Johnson, Wilfredo Nieves, 
Dawn Meyer, Nick Pachota, Dr. Paul A. Rehme, and Lynda W.G. Mason. 

 
Preview of 2016-2017:  
 

 Clint Sperber advised that the Coalition has received and signed a contract for fiscal year 
2016-2017, effective July 1, 2016.  The contract includes $200,000 base funding and a 
$390,946 hospital allocation.  The Board has approved a budget for the base funding and a 
hospital committee is identifying the methodology for allocating the hospital funding.  The 
deliverables include an annual work plan with quarterly updates, participation in the statewide 
healthcare coalition task force meetings, quarterly communication tests, participating in the 
MYTEP, completing end of year performance measures, and identifying missions and 
completing mission ready packages.  Lynne advised that a traffic light report is posted monthly 
to the website providing an update on these deliverables. 
 

 Dr. Peter Pappas provided an update on the regional trauma agency pilot.  He stated that the 
Executive Committee slots for chair and co-chairs have been appointed, as well as 
representatives for trauma, EMS, and public health, representing seven of the nine counties.   
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He asked for recommendations for the remaining seats on the Executive Committee.  Dr. 
Pappas advised that he will be updating the Florida Committee on Trauma in July and that with 
the coalition support he feels this will be a national model. 
 

 Prioritized Coalition Projects:  Lynne reported that the coalition has completed its first project 
funding process.  She reminded members that each discipline convened a funding committee 
chaired by a Board member.  The funding committees met from December through February 
to develop projects.   Each committee appointed a peer reviewer and the peer reviewer ranked 
projects; these rankings were averaged and accounted for 30% of the final project score.  The 
Board members then ranked projects individually and these rankings were averaged and 
accounted for 70% of the total project ranking.  The Board has approved a prioritized list of 
projects to receive funding.  It is anticipated that with current FY 2015-2016 funding and 
funding from 2016-2017, all projects will be implemented (see presentation for list of projects).   
These projects will be added to the traffic light report and updates will be posted monthly. 

 
Member Priorities Exercise:  Each participant was asked to complete a worksheet to identify 
priorities for planning, training, exercises, coalition meetings and communication, and increasing 
value to members.  Those attending via webinar were asked to email their input.  See attached 
results. 
 
Announcements/Wrap-up: 
 

 David Dyal stated that his agency is seeing good results with Narcon and recommended this to 
other EMS agencies. 
 

 Clint advised that the 2016-2017 meeting calendar will be published in July.  Lynne advised 
that she will send the hospitals the meeting attestation form. 
 

 Clint asked members present to complete the meeting evaluation, and asked those on the 
webinar to email their comments (see attached results). 
 

 Clint thanked everyone all for their participation. 
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                  Coalition Meeting Agenda 
               Thursday, June 23, 2016    9 am to Noon 

                Bill Posey Conference Center, DOH-Brevard 
                2555 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Viera, FL  32940 

 
Or via webinar 

(if attending by webinar please email info@centralfladisaster.org) 
  

https://global.gotomeeting.com/meeting/join/684815309 

Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended. Or, call in using your telephone. 

United States: +1 (626) 521-0015 

Access Code: 684-815-309 

Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting 

Meeting ID:684-815-309 

 

 
Time 

 
Topic 

9:00 – 9:15 am Welcome & Introductions – Randy Hartley, Board Chair 

9:15 - 10:00 am Orlando Mass Shooting - Eric Alberts, Sheri Blanton, Todd Stalbaum 
& Clint Sperber 

10:00 - 10:30 am Looking Back at 2015-2016:   

 Deliverables 

 ICAR 

 Recognition for Region 1 Exercise Evaluation Team 

10:30 – 10:45 am Networking Break 

10:45 - 11:45 am Looking Ahead at 2016-2017: 

 Coalition Contract 

 Regional Trauma Agency 

 Projects 

 Exercise:  Member Priorities 

11:45 am - Noon Wrap-up – Randy Hartley 
♦ Upcoming Events 
♦ Meeting Evaluation 
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Clint Sperber
CFDMC Executive Committee
Health Officer and Administrator
Florida Department of Health in St. Lucie County
Central Florida (Region 5) Domestic Security Task 
Force Health Co-Chair

 Member Introductions (In Person & On Phone)
 Webinar Participants – Please Confirm Your 

Attendance by Emailing:  
info@centralfladisaster.org
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 Eric Alberts, Orlando Health

 Todd Stalbaum, Orange County ESF8

 Sheri Blanton, District 9 ME

 John Corfield, British Pro-Consul,
British Consulate General Miami

 Others
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 Quarterly Coalition 
Meetings

 Two All Member 
Trainings (Mass Fatality-
EMResource User)

 Two Exercises (Bioshield 
& Medical Surge)

 Hazard Vulnerability 
Assessment

 Communication Plan & 
Quarterly Drills

 Assessment of Member 
Capabilities

 MYTEP

 ASPR Assessment/PMs
 Drafted Resource 

Coordination Process
 Patient Tracking Plan
 Coalition COOP
 Coalition Strategic Plan
 Member Outreach
 Ebola (2 frontline 

hospital trainings, gap 
analysis, meeting, 
exercise)

 Region 1 Exercise



 8 Assessment
Hospital Site
Visits

 24 Frontline
Hospital Site
Visits

 EMS Inventory

 Stakeholder
Meeting to ID
Gaps/Priorities

 Drafting Executive
Summary



17 Member Volunteer Team

Served as Evaluators / Controllers for Region 1 Exercise
Multiple Venues (Hospitals, EOCs, SMRT across

4 Counties/ 4 Days)
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 Received/Signed Contract; begins 7/1/16
 $590,946 (includes base, coalition projects 

and hospital allocation)
 Board has Approved Budget (hospital 

committee will allocate hospital funding)
 Deliverables include:

*Annual Work Plan with Quarterly Updates
*Participation in HCC TF
*Developing Mission Ready Packages
*MYTEP / Exercise
*Quarterly Communications Tests
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 EMS Mega Movers

 Mass Fatality Equipment

 EMS SAVE

 FEMORS Training for MEs

 CHCs – EOP Workshop

 Behavioral Health –
Education/Integration

 Hospitals – TRAIN 

 CHCs – COOPs

 Hospitals – Victim 
ID/Patient Tracking

 Outreach to PC Providers

 Behavioral Health –
NOVA TTT

 PH - Alternate Care 
Site Planning

 Contact & Readiness 
Assessment for 
Support Providers

 LTC – EOP Workshop
 PH - MRC BSC
 LTC – COOPs
 Hospital – Evacuation 

Equipment
 Hospital – Baker Act / 

Workplace Violence



 In Person – Complete & Turn In Worksheet

 On Webinar:  email to 
info@centralfladisater.org
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 Other Announcements/Updates?

 Future Topics?

 Annual Meeting Calendar

 Evaluation
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Member Priorities 

Identified in 6/23/16 Meeting 

32 Responses 

 

Planning Priorities 

 Gap alignment for the next 5 year FOA/HPP grant program 

 Behavioral health plan integration 

 EMAP 

 To be involved with implication of projects as needed by HCC. 

 Getting the projects going.  The next exercise (large scale) 

 Zika, active shooter 

 To fulfill our exercise 

 HICS, Infectious Disease, Mass Shooting, Hurricane 

 Incident management and communications 

 Fatality management, surge, radio interoperability (communications) 

 Training for planners (Planner 101 DHS) 

 ACS, isolation and quarantine 

 Continue with current priorities 

 EMS Triage and Patient Tracking 

 Other medical availability for assistance 

 Mass prophylaxis 

 Mass dispensing 

 Mass fatality, dispensing, closed PODS 

 Decon team, Training exercises - participate in full scale exercises 

 Reinvigorate decon team - update training and membership 

 Mass casualty and fatality response, infrastructure and staffing alternatives. 

 Mass fatality planning.  Collecting resources. 

 Mass fatality management training and exercises for Medical Examiner staff and EOC. 

 Exercising mass fatality after  re-developing plan 

 Active shooter education of staff.  Improving internal emergency communications. 

 Setting firm dates for Region 5 exercises 

 Training/exercises 

 Ensuring that we are prepared for the next disaster.  Working with our community partners on 

trying to obtain and use a patient tracking/identification system. 

 Mass casualty disaster 

 Active shooter, pediatric and neonatal disasters, evacuation 
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Training Priorities 

 EMResource sustainment for new users. 

 How to renew healthcare EOPS and advise from AHCA, what to do about issues 

 Behavioral health, CERT, skills course, CPR/First Aid 

 Behavioral health 

 Training on planning (new to planning) 

 Active shooter 

 HICS 

 Provide ore HICS/IMRS training for organization membership 

 Fatality management, evacuation - adults and peds, SNS 

 Mass Fatality, Mass Casualty 

 Special needs shelter training, active shooter, COOP 

 Alternate care sites, mass fatality, isolation and quarantine 

 The list Lynne provided seemed quite comprehensive 

 Disaster Preparedness 

 Mass prophylaxis 

 Mass dispensing 

 Mass dispensing 

 Florida Hospital New Smyrna would like decon training for our team 

 Florida Hospital New Smyrna needs decon team training.  Are there coalition members who 

would be willing to train? 

 FEMORS victim identification computerized system. 

 Staff fatality training.  Partner fatality training (Hazmat, Crime Scene, etc.) 

 Mass fatality management training and exercises for Medical Examiner staff and EOC. 

 Mass fatality training from FEMORS 

 Replacement of decontaminating tent.  Existing tent purchased in 2009. 

 Active shooter training, but also not to lose sight of hurricanes 

 Behavioral health, crisis intervention 

 HICS training, Emergency Management Log training (in-house system) and Decontamination 

training. 

 Mass casualty disaster 

 Radiological decon, infectious disease decon, active shooter training 

 Would like to see some training occur on pediatrics and then also look at the need of different 

populations when faced with disasters (especially Autism) 
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Exercise Priorities 

 Bombs, burns, blasts and bullets 

 Full scale incidents coordinated by CFDMC 

 Further involvement as needed with HCC & FCC.  Involvement with Seminole Co EOC 

 Stage a scenario that occurs at a stadium, concert hall or church (larger venue) 

 Lock down and active shooter 

 Infectious disease, mass casualty,, infant abduction, mass shooting, hurricane exercise 

 Timely notifications and overall communications. 

 Fatality management, surge, decon, communications, community partnerships, infrastructure 

protection, perimeter security 

 Medical response to active shooter 

 Active shooter, PODS, isolation and quarantine 

 Isolation and quarantine, mass fatality 

 Alternate care site, isolation and quarantine. 

 MCI Exercise 

 Mass prophylaxis 

 Mass dispensing 

 Mass fatality, casualty, mass dispensing 

 Active Shooter 

 Mass fatality recovery with EOC and L.E. 

 Scene investigation/recovery - fatalities.  Family assistance - partnerships 

 Mass fatality management exercises for Medical Examiner staff and EOC. 

 EMS SAVE training and exercise 

 Evacuation training of patient towers.  Active shooter education. 

 Conducting active shooter drills 

 Mental health 

 Developing and participating in our regional full scale community exercise.  Meeting the Joint 

Commission E.M. Standard 

 Mass casualty disaster 

 Communications, incident command, interagency participation 

 Surge of patients and how it would affect the hospital.  Look at ways to be able to handle the 

influx the most effective. 
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Coalition Meetings: 

 Monthly:  3% (1) (comment:  via conference call) 

 Quarterly: 97%  (31) (comment:  with the option to increase this as needed)  

 Other:  0% 

 

 Face to Face: 37.5%  (12) 

 Webinar 0% (0) 

 Both:  62.5%  (20)  (comment:  appreciate both options)  

 

 Central Location (like Viera): 66% (21) 

 Move Around Region:  25% (8) 

 Other:    9% (3)  (comments:  open to both, Orlando, Orlando or Tavares) 

 

Member Communication: 

 Good:   % (28) 

 Average:  % (1) 

 Poor:   % (1) (comment:  I’m new and don’t receive anything) 

 

Communication Improvement Suggestions: 

 Newsletter?  Webinars?   Don’t know what the best way is… 

 Send meeting notice as Outlook calendar invite 

 Continue to add materials to website.  Thank you for the latest improvements.  Everbridge 

notifications. 

 Nothing.  Info sharing is quite thorough (website, emails, newsletter, Everbridge, meetings) 

 During incident and being a member of the coalition; however, hearing about the incident on 

the news… 

 Move away from acronyms or include plain language 

 Unsure.  This is my first coalition meeting and experience.  I should hopefully know more within 

the months to come. 

 Help agencies meet deliverables, make sure priorities are aligned. 

 You already do a great job 

 Communication is working well 

 Communication is fine 

 Nothing 
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Communication Improvement Suggestions - continued: 

 Maintain as is 

 Current communications is adequate 

 Improve coordination of CFX and Brevard EOC & Titusville\ 

 Great so far 

 I think it would have been nice if the coalition had sent out an Everbridge notice on the terrorist 

incident in Orlando to its members. 

 Keep doing what you are doing. 

 Doing a good job now 

 

What can we do to increase membership in the coalition? 

 I don’t think you need to…but what you’re doing seems to be working.  I would like to find ways 

to have more skilled nursing facilities join in the fun since there are so many more licensed 

providers/beds than hospitals. 

 Brochure development.  Visiting sites.  As the work increase value is seem the membership will 

increase. 

 Individual contacts with providers 

 We need to keep encouraging members to reach out.  Continued use of website and 

newsletters.  Increase presence at appropriate conferences and events (outreach). 

 More communication 

 Put in an announcement for meetings and membership with the state fire marshal’s office for 

“A-list”  Contact Mary Ann Benson at MaryAnn.Benson@myfloridacfo.com 

 Meet with local government/commissioners, elected officials, etc. 

 More outreach 

 Continue with engagement of members coming down to host trainings and exercises 

 Develop a membership committee to get more involvement from each discipline. 

 More reps to fill 

 Have an ongoing  aggressive membership drive 

 I think we have to have an ongoing membership drive.  Staff come and go at all agencies across 

the region.  Have we asked all agencies to put the coalition link on their internal websites? 

 Ask members to bring at least one new person to a meeting each year. 

 Encourage others to recruit.  Give them talking points. 

 Social media, conference 

 Involve more city (Titusville), fire and police departments like BEOC. 

 Talk to others 

 Continue to do what you’re doing, additional outreach efforts with specific healthcare 

organizations that are not as participatory as needed. 

 Just continue to get the word out. 

 Continue to create awareness. 
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What Coalition Can Do to Increase Value to Members? 

 I appreciate being able to be involved.  Marion County did a good thing where they did a one-

day summit and invited partners with EM leads and focused on emergency management plan 

review.  They reported to have good engagement with post-acute providers.  I thought that was 

a great idea that promoted the value of being part of the HCC. 

 Update us with email on events like “Pulse shooting” what coalition was doing.  I would like to 

address & research family notifications. 

 Would like to see surveys and exercises more inclusive (e.g. spiritual care, behavioral health); 

otherwise excellent. 

 Focus on all entities in Region 5 not just the hospitals in Orlando. 

 Send meeting agenda to current members ahead of time in outline in whatever announcement 

methods you use/choose. 

 Continue to support all efforts of planning and prevention 

 More input from members on committees 

 Encourage more participation outside Orange County 

 Breakout sessions with targeted groups 

 Smaller targeted groups 

 Coordinate trainings for large numbers at a centralized location (i.e. decon training) 

 Recognize members who bring in new members. 

 Coalition sponsored seminars, webinars that bring together content experts on pertinent 

subjects 

 Take over more of the ASPR functions - maybe the whole thing 

 Continue to produce good quality products in formats that users need and can use. 

 Everything is fine.  I would like to know the member count and how many are Lake County. 

 Would be nice to see subgroups within the Coalition place a focus on specific needs within the 

region (such as pediatrics) 

 



June 23, 2016 CFDMC Meeting Evaluation Results 
23 Responses 

 
Overall satisfaction with this meeting:  91% Satisfaction Rate 
(13 very satisfied, 8 satisfied, 2 neutral) 
 
Likeliness to attend next meeting:  96% Engagement Rate 
(16 very likely, 6 likely, 1 neutral) 
 
Likeliness to recommend joining the Coalition to others:  91% Engagement Rate 
(16 very likely, 5 likely, 2 neutral) 
 
Most valuable: 

 Observing and hearing the inputs/actions of various agencies working independently towards a common 
objective.  In addition, to see how even though independent actions were taken, various agencies were 
seamlessly working together with common oversight. 

 Reports, networking 

 Orlando shooting overview 

 Share any/all exercise lessons learned 

 Very interesting hearing about the Orlando Pulse incident - especially in relation to logistics preparedness and 
response.  ME account excellent!!! 

 Networking and current info was very important 

 ME Office and their perspective 

 Where the coalition is headed.  Orlando updates. 

 Networking with others 

 Orlando update/briefing 

 Enjoyed listening to Orlando mass shooting events from different aspects (e.g. consulate, ME) 

 Understanding how much/where/and how funds are spent. 

 Orlando mass shooting briefing - super informative, very detailed 

 Update on response to Orlando incident and how agencies partnered together 

 Briefing  by those involved in Orlando incident 

 Review of Orlando event 

 Enjoyed having debrief of the recent event that occurred.  It was very valuable hearing from the different 
departments.  Truly showed the amazing work that occurs. 

 Enjoyed the presentation on the Orlando shooting. 

 Orlando shooting discussion. 

 The networking with health and medical partners and lead organizations. 

 Just good info on what is happening in the healthcare local world. 

 Great feedback and information shared, unfortunate I was unable to attend the meeting in person 
 

Improvement Suggestions: 

 Send out an agenda ahead of time. 

 None 

 Keep doing what you’re doing 

 Was expecting to review lessons learned from Pulse tragedy.  We practice these exercises annually (MCI) yet 
when we have a real event in our community the same process was not followed. 

 ? 

 Provide water 

 Water please  

 N/A, meeting was great! 

 You are doing fine.  Perhaps continue with a report on prevention from a sector. 

 Like the central location 

 Better audio in the room so people on the conference call can hear what is happening.  The 6/23 meeting was 
much better but we should continue to work on this for the members that cannot make it in person 

 Group TTX? 

 Things seem to be fine 
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FIRST NAME LAST NAME ORGANIZATION 
 

EMAIL ADDRESS 

Stephanie Guertin Martin Health Stephanie.Guertin@martinhealth.org 

Kelley  Jenkins Lawnwood Regional 

Medical Center 

Kelley.Jenkins@HCAhealthcare.com 

Ashley Fisher Halifax Ashley.Fisher@halifax.org 

Robert Michael Indian River Medical 

Center 

Bob.Michael@irmc.cc 

Laurence LaHue Volusia EM llahue@volusia.org 

Eric Alberts Orlando Health Eric.Alberts@orlandohealth.com 

Liz Hamlett DOH-Orange Elizabeth.Hamlett@flhealth.gov 

Peter  Pappas 

 

Holmes peterpappas52@gmail.com 

Steve 

 

Wolfberg Martin Health Steve.Wolfberg@martinhealth.org 

John 

 

Wilgis Florida Hospital 

Association 

John@fha.org 

Steven  Viola Florida Hospital Deland Steven.Viola@fhdeland.org 

John 

 

Young Cornerstone Hospice JYoung@cshospice.org 
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Beth 

 

Cauffman Florida Healthcare Plans, 

Inc. 

bcauffman@fhcp.com 

Ari 

 

Schein University of Central 

Florida EM & Security 

ARI.SCHEIN@ucf.edu 

Robin  

 

Ritola Florida Hospital for 

Children 

Robin.Ritola@FLHosp.org 

Teresa 

 

Tomlinson Florida Hospital for 

Children 

Teresa.Tomlinson@FLHosp.org 

Ursula 

 

Evans Osceola EM Ursula.Evans@OSCEOLA.ORG 
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